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Dear Mr Robertson 

 

17/02203/LBC 2 - 3A Blenheim Place Edinburgh EH7 5JH 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above planning application. The proposal is to insert a steel security 

door into one of the segmental-headed windows of this A-listed building by William Playfair and block off a portion of the 

interior space to form a secure ATM room. The Forth & Borders Cases Panel of the AHSS has considered the proposal 

and wishes to make the following comments. 

 

We note that the Statement of Special Interest in the HES listing for this building refers to the ‘impressive curved Ionic 

quadrant’, which, along with its Doric counterpart on Leopold Place, ‘forms one of the architectural set-pieces of Playfair’s 

Carlton scheme’; furthermore, it is considered ‘important for its streetscape value … as a significant element of the 

Eastern New Town scheme’. We therefore object to the proposal to insert a steel security door into one of the windows 

on the grounds that it will damage the fabric and character, and diminish the interest, of this important A-listed building 

and its historic setting. We also consider the proposal to form an internal ATM room objectionable as it will compromise 

one of the building’s principal areas, destroying a large portion of its elegant curve.  

 

The council’s guidance on Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas (p.6) states that ‘Any alterations should protect the 

character and special interest of listed buildings’ and (p.12) ‘Proposals to convert windows into door openings will not be 

considered acceptable on principal frontages’. With regards the proposed interior alterations, we note p.19 states ‘There 

will be a particular requirement not to sub-divide, either vertically or horizontally, principal rooms and entrance/stair halls’. 

Additionally, local plan policy Env4 requires there to be ‘no unnecessary damage to historic structures or diminution of its 

interest’. In our opinion this proposal contravenes both the non-statutory guidance and the Local Development Plan; 

therefore, the AHSS wishes to object to this application.  

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

Alastair Disley, Convenor 

on behalf of the Forth & Borders Cases Panel 

 


